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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by
an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United
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completeness, or any third party's use or the results of such use
of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or
represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.
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or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or
otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its
endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United
States Government or any agency thereof or its contractors or
subcontractors. The views and opinions of authors expressed
herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United
States Government or any agency thereof.

This document is available to the U.S. Department of Energy
and its contractors, in paper from the Office of Scientific and
Technical Information (OSTI). It is available for sale to the
public from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS).
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FIFTY-FIVE GALLON DRUM STANDARD STUDY

Raymond J. Puigh

Fluor Government Group, P.o. Box 1050, MS. H8-27, Richland, WA 99352, Raymond Puigh@rl.gov

Hans Toffer

TRS Staffing Solutions, Inc, , P.o. Box 1050, MS. H8-27, Richland, WA 99352, HToffer@aol.com

Fifty-five gallon drums are routinely used within the u.s. for the storage and eventual disposal offissionable
materials as Transuranic or low-level waste. To support these operations, criticality safety evaluations are
required A questionnaire was developed and sent to selected Endusers at Hanford, Idaho National Laboratory,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Oak Ridge and the Savannah River Site to solicit current practices.
This questionnaire was used to gather information on the kinds offissionable materials packaged into drums, the
models used in performing criticality safety evaluations in support ofoperations involving these drums, and the
limits and controls establishedfor the handling and storage ofthese drums. The completed questionnaires were
reviewed and clarifications solicited through individual communications with each Enduser to obtain more
complete and consistent responses. All five sites have similar drum operations involving thousands to tens of
thousands of fissionable material waste drums. The primary sources for these drums are legacy (prior
operations) and decontamination and decommissioning wastes at all sites except Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory. The results from this survey and our review are discussed in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fifty-five gallon drums are routinely used within the U.S. for the storage and eventual disposal of fissionable
materials as Transuranic (TRU) or low-level waste. Many nuclear DOE sites routinely handle such drums. To
support their operations criticality safety evaluations (CSEs) are required.

In 2007, Hanford had declared its CSE used for the handling and storage of 55-gallon waste drums as
inadequate and was working on a new CSE to support waste operations. As part of that process, selected
members of the U. S Department of Energy Endusers Group (Endusers) within the National Criticality Safety
Program (NCSP) were contacted to learn how they constructed their CSEs to support waste operations at their
sites. Based on that preliminary review, a proposal was made to the NCSP that some standardization of the
analysis approach might benefit the program. Later, in 2008 the Department of Energy, Office of Environmental
Management (DOE EM-60) conducted a workshop at Oak Ridge, Tennessee where a related issue was raised with
respect to CSEs for waste drum handling and storage. This report documents the results of the preliminary study
conducted to assess the viability for a 55-gallon drum standard. This report provides a recommended scope for
such a standard that could help future CSEs developed for the handling and storage of 55-gallon drums.

Details on the approach used to gather information on drum contents and modeling approaches used at
different DOE sites are described in Section 2.0. The results from the data gathering are discussed in Section 3.0.
The results from the viability assessment are provided in Section 4.0.
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ll.APPROACH

The following approach was used to gather information from different DOE sites and assess the viability of a
55-gallon drum standard (hereafter referred to as the Standard). The initial step was to gather Information on the
kinds of materials packaged into drums bearing fissionable materials, the models used in performing CSEs in
support of operations involving these drums, and the limits and controls established for the handling of these
drums. This information from different DOE sites was then compared to assess the viability for a Standard. A
recommended scope for the Standard was developed based on the review of the Enduser data.

A questionnaire was developed and sent to selected Endusers at Hanford, Idaho National Laboratory (INL),
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), Oak Ridge (OR) and the Savannah River Site (SRS). The
purpose of this questionnaire was to gather information on the types of fissionable material in their 55-gallon
drums, the conceptual models they use in their CSEs, and relevant mass limits. This information was used to
assess the viability for a drum standard model and guide. Overpack drums are considered to be bounded by the
55-gallon drum standard.

The questionnaire was designed to solicit the following details:
• general categorization of the types of wastes within 55-gallon drums based on the sources for the waste
• approximate number of drums handled at the site
• primary operational activities with these drums
• typical drum characteristics (construction material, dimensions, internal hardware)
• primary fissile material isotopes
• typical fissile mass limits for storage configurations in separated arrays
• basis for mass value assigned to drums
• form and distribution of fissile and non-fissile materials within the drums
• selected modeling approach information for base case analyses

The completed questionnaires were reviewed and clarifications solicited through individual communications
with each Enduser in order to obtain more complete and consistent responses.

The responses to the questionnaire were reviewed to identify similarities in the types of fissile wastes handled
at the different sites. The responses were also reviewed for similarities and differences in the models used, and in
corresponding limits and controls derived from their CSEs in support of drum handling and storage.

Based on these results, a recommendation for the scope of the Standard was developed that could be of use to
Endusers in future CSEs developed for waste drum handling and storage.

llI.RESULTS

Table I summarizes the results from the questionnaire relating to the number and types of drums currently
handled or processed at the sites. The first column provides the specific request for information on the
questionnaire and the remaining columns record the responses from the different Enduser(s) at each site. All five
sites have similar drum operations involving thousands to tens of thousands of fissile waste drums. The primary
sources for these drums are legacy (prior operations) and decontamination and decommissioning (D&D) wastes at
all sites except LLNL. At LLNL the major source of wastes in the drums is operational wastes from current
operations. These sites typically use Department of Transportation (DOT) standard, steel drums. Some sites also
have lead (Pb)-lined drums or other specialty drums (such as pipe overpack containers, for example) for special
waste types.

Of the Endusers queried, most indicated they believed a Standard would be useful. They preferred either a
User's Guide or Technical Report as opposed to a DOE or American National Standards Institute/American
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Nuclear Society (ANSI!ANS) Standard. The SRS Enduser explicitly wanted to ensure that the sites were free to
select the appropriate models for their CSEs. The LLNL Endusers were satisfied with their analytical approach
and indicated there was no added value for developing a new control set that may evolve from a different
calculational approach.

Table II summarizes the results from the questionnaire specifically relating to the drum models used in the
CSEs and the corresponding limits and controls used in the handling and storage of drums for the different sites.
The first column provides the specific request for information on the questionnaire and the remaining columns
record the responses from the different Enduser(s) at each site. The drum models used for INL, SRS and Hanford
are similar in that they assume the fissile material is concentrated to some extent within the drum within a
cylindrical geometry. The SRS base case model assumes the fissile material is uniformly distributed within a
70/30 percent water-plastic medium. The ratio of fissile material to the water-plastic medium is varied to obtain
optimum moderation. The geometry of this fissile waste matrix is a cylinder having the drums inner diameter and
height equal to a fully dense fissile material, water-plastic medium (pancake model) located at the bottom of each
waste drum. The Hanford drum model assumes an optimally moderated fissile-water waste matrix in a cylindrical
region within the drum with an HID ratio of 1 (concentrated core model). However, the base case model assumes
the density of this region is less than the theoretical density for a fissile-water waste matrix and more consistent
with hand-packing of plastics (i.e., 0.5 of theoretical density). The INL drum model is based on a uniform
mixture of fissile material with different waste matrix materials uniformly distributed at the bottom of the drum.
The most reactive waste matrices are plastics, cellulose and carbon. The height of this cylindrical geometry is
varied to obtain the highest reactivity (similar to pancake model). Finally, the OR and LLNL drum models are
based on concentrated core configurations (spherical or cylindrical with HID = 1) where the moderating material
in the waste matrix is either water or plastic at 100% of theoretical density.

These differences in drum models and the assumptions made for the modeling for selected contingencies lead
to significantly different limits and controls for the handling and storage of these waste drums. For example, the
fissile mass limits for storage configurations at SRS is 560 fissile gram equivalent (FGE) for an infinite layer of
drums with no stacking and 280 FGE for an infinite array of drums stacked three high. At INL the fissile mass
limit is 380 FGE for a finite array of drums « 500 drums) stacked five high. The Hanford fissile mass limit is
250 FGE for an array of drums stacked three high with aisles between each row of drums that are two drums
wide. The LLNL fissile mass limit is 100 FGE for an infinite array of drums with no stacking. The OR fissile
mass limit is 150 FGE for drum arrays stacked three high without spacing.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Many of the DOE sites deal with tens of thousands of drums containing fissile waste. The major sources for
wastes within these drums are legacy waste from the processing of fissile materials and D&D waste associated
with the decommissioning of fissile processing facilities. The level of information concerning the legacy wastes
varies with the time the waste was generated and whether or not the waste was generated on the site or received
from another site for disposition. The level of information in the D&D wastes tends to be more recent and better
defined. The data from the questionnaire and follow-up conversations suggest that the D&D and legacy drum
wastes at Hanford, INL and SRS are similar. The OR drum wastes are somewhat. different in that the fissile
material is predominately 235U, instead of 239PU.

Although the Endusers at the Hanford, INL and SRS sites are dealing with similar wastes, these sites used
different drum models in their CSEs for the handling and storage of the waste drums. These different models and
assumptions concerning fissile and non-fissile material distributions within drums have lead to different limits and
controls. Based on a review of selected CSEs from the different sites, another difference in limits and controls
stems from how the CSE analyses handle contingencies.
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The decision to pursue a Standard needs to be carefully weighed. The DOE contractors have adequate CSEs
to support current handling and storage operations at their sites. New drums being loaded must meet current
waste disposal requirements (such as for the Waste Isolation Project) which typically have fissile mass loading
limits that are 200 FGE or less. Nevertheless, a Standard could offer a more consistent approach to the CSE
analyses for 55-gallon drum activities and eventually allow an easier use of analyses performed at the different
sites.

The recommendation to pursue a Technical Report, as opposed to a more formal ANSIIANS or DOE
Standard at this time, is based on the following concerns: Some Endusers are concerned that a more formal
Standard might drive unnecessary changes to their current CSEs. The development of the Technical Report will
provide a useful tool for future CSEs and allow us to quickly identify Enduser concerns and areas of consensus
and more fully appreciate the need and scope for any further standard work in this area.

The proposed scope of this Technical Report would be to establish specific modeling parameters for the base
case analyses and guidance for selected contingencies for both individual drums and arrays. The Technical
Report Standard would provide the following technical details for the base case model such as: 1) drum model
dimensions, 2) fissile material distribution, 3) moderation and reflection considerations and 4) drum array
considerations. This Technical Report would also address how the model parameters might vary for selected
contingencies (for example - associated with fire). The intent would be to ensure the primary users of the
Technical Report accept the end product. Both technical input and consensus with the Technical Report would be
solicited though each phase of its development.
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dDOE S·SelTfFissile W.Table I. S -- - --

Specific Question on Hanford (Waste INL (Advanced Mixed SRS (Solid Waste OakRidge LLNL (Radioactive
Questionnaire Stabilization and Waste Treatment) a Management Facility) (East Tennessee and Hazardous Waste

Disposition) Technology Park) Management)

Al Source of Drums Both Legacy D and new Both Legacy D and new Both Legacy0 and new Both Legacy D and new Both Legacy b and new
drums drums drums drums drums

A2Primary Storage and handling; Storage and handling; Storage and handling; Storage and handling; Storage and handling;
Operational Activities loading; repacking; loading; repacking; repacking; overpacking; repacking; overpacking; loading

overpacking; shipDlenV overpacking; shipDlenV shipDlenVreceipt; NDA shipDlent; NDA
receipt; NDA; excavating receipt; NDA; excavating
buried drums buried drums; cODlpressed

drums frODl super-
CODlPactor

A3 ApproxiDlate 10,000 100,000-500,000 3,000 Tens of thousands -700TRU c

NUDlber of Drums -lOOOLLW c

A.4 New Drum 1,000 500-1,500 200-300 Several thousands -70-90 TRU
Generation per year -750 MLLWILLW C

A5 ApproxiDlate 1,000 1,500-2,400 2,000 1,000 One shipDlent of-700
Drums Shipped Off- drums in 2004
site per year
A6 Usefulness of Yes Yes NOd No· Not

Standard Drum (Need to consider 100 gal.
Model overpack drums

containing cODlpacted
waste)

A 7 Proposed Level Good Practice Guide Technical Report Good Practice Guide g Technical Report Technical Report
for Guide (initially)

A9 Major Classes of Debris (thousands); Debris (thousands); Job Control Waste Debris (thousands) Lab trash
Drums by Contents Specialty (-1000) Sludges (thousands)
B.2 Major Drum Retrieval; MoveDlent; Retrieval; MoveDlent; MoveDlent; Storage; MoveDlent; Storage; MoveDlent; Storage;
Processing Activities Storage; TreatDlent; Storage; TreatDlent; TreatDlent (repackage TreatDlent (repackage and TreatDlent (repackage)

NDA/NDE; Shipping NDA/NDE; Shipping and non-intrusive); non-intrusive);
NDA/NDE; Shipping NDA/NDE; Shipping

B.3 Primary Source D&Dwaste b
; D&Dwaste h

; D&Dwaste h
; D&Dwaste n

; D&D waste n; LAB
of Fissile Material in contaDlinated equipDlent; contanrrinated equipDlent; contaDlinated contanrrinated equipDlent; trash; process
Drums process operations waste; process operations waste equipDlent; process process operations waste; operations waste

others (residues); others ooerations waste; others others (residues); others

i
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Specific Question on Hanford (Waste INL (Advanced Mixed SRS (Solid Waste OakRidge LLNL (Radioactive
Questionnaire Stabilization and Waste Treatment) a Management Facility) (East Tennessee and Hazardous Waste

Disposition) Technology Park) Management)

B.4 Drum Steel Carbon Steel Steel Steel Steel
Construction Material
B.5 Drum Geometry DOT 17H DOT 7A or equivalent DOT 7A or equivalent a DOT 7A or equivalent DOT 7A Type A; DOT

17H
B.6 Additional plastic liners; some Pb- plastic liners; some Pb- plastic liners; special Special purpose liners Special purpose liners
Internal Hardware lined drums lined drums purpose liners
B.7 Significant metal; plastic; cellulose Free liquid; metal; plastic; metal; plastic; cellulose metal; plastic; cellulose Free liquid; metal;
Materials in Drums cellulose; plastic; plastic; cellulose;

concrete; vermiculite plastic

a Input includes questionnaire response from another contractor at INL
b Legacy waste is waste, typically on site from early operations, where documentation on the drum contents is limited or incomplete per today's standards.
C TRU = transuranic; LLW = low-level waste; MLLW = mixed low-level waste

d Comment from SRS: Not useful, unless Standard model recognizes and allows for local conditions and waste forms
e Comment from Oak Ridge: Current evaluations more than adequate
f Existing analysis adeQuate; using new control set would not add value
fg Application should be optional and driven by cost benefit analysis
h 0&0 waste includes equipment, decontamination waste, Personnel Protection Equipment, filters, contaminated components and building materials
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Table II. S fD C tual Model dA . ted Limit d Control
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Specific Question on Hanford (Waste INL (Advanced SRS (Solid Waste Oak Ridge (East LLNL (Radioactive and
Questionnaire Stabilization and Mixed Waste Management Facility) Tennessee Hazardous Waste

Disposition) Treatment) Technology Park) Management)

B.8 Control ofhydrogenous Yes, during Yes, after treatment Not restricted Not restricted Yes
material repackaging

B.9 Source of Any Free No drums with free No free liquids No free liquids permitted a No free liquids No drums with free
Liquids in Drums liquids permitted a; permitted a permitted a; liquids permitted a;

Water in-leakage U02F2 is hydroscopic mop waters;
during burial lab waste

B.IO Primary Fissile material .lj1>u .lj~pu; .lj~Pu; .lj~U; .lj~pu;

Isotopes e39Pu, 233U, 235U) 235U (low enrichment); 235U 239pu /235U 233U /235U 235U;

235Up9Pu mix 233U;

mixture ofPu and U;
24lAm

B.ll Does Fissile Material ::: 4 w/o 24~ ::: 4 w/o 24~ ::: 4 w/% 24UpU 238U (not credited) No
Contain Minimum Absorber (not credited) (not credited) (credited)
(e.g., 24~ or 238U)

B.12 Fissile Mass Limits from 250 FGE Pu for 380FGEPu 570 FGE Pu for infmite; 150 g mU for 100 FGE Pu in infinite
CSEs 3xNx2 arrays infmite, 5x8x8 single layer array infmite; 5 high array; single layer array

arrays; 280 FGE Pu in infinite; 3 (Normal storage is 3
drum-high arrays drum-high arrays

200 FGEPu in with no spacing)
infinite 5 drum
high arrays

B.13 Basis for Mass Value for Legacy data; shipment Legacy data; assay Generator Legacy data; Generator knowledge;
Drum manifest; assay data; data; shipment characterization; NDA shipment manifest; NDA; other radio-assay

NDA manifest; NDA assay data; NDA

B.14 Form and Distribution of Not known for many Not known for Material is somewhat Not known for some Not known for some
Fissile Material drums; may be some drums; fixed in place drums drums; material is

inferred from legacy loosely to strongly somewhat to strongly
records and shipment fixed in place and fixed in place
manifest distributed

throughout drum

B.15 Solubility of Fissile Fissile material Not applicable - Fissile material solubility Fissile material Fissile material solubility
Material in Water solubility known for drums typically known for drums soluble in water known for drums

drums (inferred from contain oxides
legacy and shipment
records)
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Specific Question on Hanford (Waste INL (Advanced SRS (Solid Waste Oak Ridge (East LLNL (Radioactive and
Questionnaire Stabilization and Mixed Waste Management Facility) Tennessee Hazardous Waste

Disposition) Treatment) Technology Park) Management)

B.16 Moderation Distribution Unknown; assume Unknown; assume Assume moderating Unknown; assume Assume moderating
within Drum water moderation water or material is collocated with moderating material material is distributed

distributed with fissile polyethylene fissile material is distributed throughout drum and
material moderation throughout drum collocated with fissile

distributed with material
fissile material

B.17 Other Modeling No compacted drum None None None None
Constraints waste

B.19 Base case model 2.5% drums at 30% Most drums at 200 99% :s 200 grams; 1% 2: All drums at 50%
parameter - Mass (anticipated) above mass limit g; up to 500 drums mass limits above mass limit

have fissile mass
between 200 and
380 g

B.19 - Density (fissile) 50% oftheoretical Nominal density of 100% oftheoretical 100% of theoretical 25-50% oftheoretical
density waste matrix density density density

material

B.19 - Enrichment 100%:lj~ 100% :ljYPu 96% :lj~ (4% :ljYpu 100% :lj~u 100% :ljYpu or
100% 235U

B.19 - Fissile Geometry Model Cylinder with H/D=I; Cylinder with Cylinder with diameter = Range of geometries Sphere; size determined
(within drum) size determined by diameter = drum drum diameter; height from flat cylinder to by fissile mass; density

fissile mass; density; diameter; height determined by fissile full drum cylinder and optimum PE
and optimum determined by mass and optimum moderation
moderation fissile mass and moderation

optimum
moderation for
given waste matrix
and density

B.19 - Interaction (drum DOT 17H minimum DOT 17H standard DOT 17H standard 90% standard drum DOT 17H standard
dimensions) dimensions dimensions dimensions with no radii dimensions

regards to ribs.
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Specific Question on Hanford (Waste INL (Advanced SRS (Solid Waste Oak Ridge (East LLNL (Radioactive and
Questionnaire Stabilization and Mixed Waste Management Facility) Tennessee Hazardous Waste

Disposition) Treatment) Technology Park) Management)

B.19 - Interaction (fissile mass Two out ofevery four No special No special consideration No special 2-high stack of 8 drums
within drums) drums have fissile consideration for for pancake model consideration have fissile geometry in

geometry paired; other pancake model each drum at closest
two drums have fissile comers
geometry at bottom
center of drum

B.19 - Moderation within fissile Optimum moderation; Maximum Optimum moderation; Optimum Optimum moderation;
region water reactivity provided 70% water/30% HPDE moderation; water polyethylene

by matrix material
(plastic; cellulose;
carbon)

B.19 - Moderation outside Select materials (sand; Maximum Varied depending on Water density varied Varied water density to
fissile region water; plastic) varied reactivity by model; most were to obtain highest optimize system

to obtain highest array adjusting height of surrounded by infmite array activity reactivity
activity matrix material water.

a Some free liquids found in ~ 1% ofdrums
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